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Activist lectures on nuclear war

Berrigan challenges
listeners to think
Activist

lectures

on

nuclear

By ANN-MARIESMITH
staff reporter

I

Any nuclear weapon in the hand of
anyone is blasphemous, says Daniel
Berrigan, S.J., civil rights activist.
With "small courage and small hammer
in hand," Berrigan has dedicated hislife
to the ongoing struggle against nuclear
war.
Berrigan spoke at noon last Wednesday on "Imagining and Working
Toward aNon-Violent World" to a full
Engineering Buildingauditorium.
from a sister or
v^ "We are making
V^ brother to an enemy and from an enemy
fcyo to a corpse," said Berrigan. Disarmfk^ ament can not come about through the
increase of nuclear weapons. "Nukes
beget nukes," he said.
In the face of the increasing supply of
nuclear weapons, Berrigan and his

-^>

His goal wasn't to
give answers , but to
give us food for
thought.
--Carole Airut, senior
pre-med student.
«*
friends, a group called Ploughshares,
picked up their small hammers and
proceededto put to death, death itself,a
few yearsago, said Berrigan.
Berrigan and friends entered aGeneral
Electric plant in Philidelphia where
secret production of first-strike mark-12
weaponry and other nuclear weapons
was taking place. Due to the unbelievable lack of security, they gained
entrance undetected,said Berrigan,
The group of 10 entered a room of
nuclear cone heads and put their hammers to work, he said.
They were eventually discovered and
arrested.
As wellas being an activist,Berrigan
has been a poet and an author for more

war

than 30 years and has been nominated
for three National Book Awards. He is
currently working in a hospice in New
York City.
Joseph McGowan,S.J., campus minister, was impressed with the way Berrigan interacted with people and withhis
integrity.
He is a man doing important things
but is not caught up in the importance
of it, saidMcGowan.
Berrigan is aman of vision and "great
self parity," compelled to be with
people for people,McGowan said. "He
is a consummate writer and thinker of
the highest order."
While on campus, Berrigan also had
the opportunity to drop in on a few
classes. The reaction from the psychology and economics students he
visited were mixed.
Berrigan raised issues such as the
overwhelming amount of money, scientific knowledge and skills thatare going
into the buildup of nuclear arms as
many in our country perish. He also
emphasizedthe hypocrisy of aChristian
universitysponsoring a Reserve Officer
Training Corp program (ROTC) on
campus.
Then he opened the floor for
questions.Berrigan turned the tables on
those who questioned him. "I don't
know—what do you think?" was a
common responseby Berrigan.
"I don't know how productive his
method was in that type of situation,"
said Mary McDowall, a junior from the
MatteoRicci College.
McDowall said Berrigan did not offer
enough alternatives to nuclear proliferation.
"Heis advocating thatpeople take the
inititive to act on their beliefs, and the
authority position he is in gives him
the ability to communicate to us his solutions and ideas for nuclear disarmament.But instead, he just stopped
at beinga thoughtprovoker," she said.

Daniel Berrigan, S.J., civil rights activist, questions the amount of money,
scientific knowledge and skill going into the buildup of nuclear arms.

Berrigan started more of a reflective
process within each person, "where all
actionhas to begin," McDowall said.

"I thought he was really interesting
and raised a lot of good questions,
McDowall said. However, she said she
believed most students went awaydisappointed because they were expecting
answers to thenuclear war situation.
"It seemed likea cop-out on his part"
because he left everybody hanging,
McDowall said.
McDowall was not stimulated to act
in regards to the world nuclear situation
but was influenced to think about it

more and to think about her responsibilites as acitizen and voter,she said.
Carole Airut, a senior pre-med
student, was not disappointed with
Berrigan atall.
"I understood what he was trying to
bring across.Ithink a majority of the
students were disappointed because they
were looking foran answer," saidAiruL
"His goal wasn't to give answers,but to
give us food for thought."
"We can't expect somebody to do the
job for us, wehave to each individually
find our own way" of dealing with
nucluir armament, Airut added.

What should be SU's role in AIDS education ?
Karl Thuralson, Sophomore
"Obviously, I
don't think SU should
pretend the problem isn't there.
Somehow, a lot of people say, "This
isn't nice to talk about," and they try to
sweep the issue under the rug. So, it's
important to be real open about the
education of AIDS."

Domingo,
English major
Donna

Junior

AIDSeducation is important because

it cuts out all of the stereotypesand the
fears. Especially since the priest with
AlDS(Peter Davis, S.J.) might be
coming here, it's important something
be done about educating students."

Julie Kenny, Sophomore
Chemistry major
"Weare living ina predominantly gay
area. Capitol Hill is known as the 'gay
area,' so there should bemore education.
AIDS doesn't bother me that much
because it's not a fear Ihave, although
there are a lot of people terrified about
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Jerry Evergreen, Senior
Pschology major
"We need to deal with AIDS openly,
we can't be afraid of it.There is a role
SU needs to undertake regarding the
education of the disease-possibly some
safe sex issues or maybe even having
condoms available in the Health Center
or the dorms."

Saleh Bakr, Junior Criminal
Justice major
"I think there should be more
education because people sometimes are
ignorant. It isa very dangerous disease,
and students-everyone-needsto know."
Photos by Stacia A.M. Green
Compiledby Mike Sheehan

,
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WashPIRG gathers
signatures for chapter
By TASHA STEPHENSON

Thereare ten regular petitioners, who
as of last Friday, have collected 1,200
signatures, said Philp. "We are really
trying to reach night school students
now because they are often missed," he
said.
There will be one general meeting
each quarter for all interested students.
Students at this meeting will be divided
into project groups. One group will
work on a decided consumer issue. The
other group will work on a larger state
wide enviromental issue. Forums,
speakers, reports and surveys, focusing
on the decided issues, willbe presented
to the campus, said Lippeatt.
SU students will be selected by
students to sit on WashPlßG's local and
state boardof directors. Thelocal board
is the link between the campus and the
state board, said Philp. The state board,
which includes students from the
University of Washington andEvergreen
State College is legally responsible for
WashPIRG, said Philp.
WashPIRG has been established for
12 years, working through the systemnot against it—and is a nonpartisan,
nonprofit organization,added Philp.
This year WashPIRG will concentrate
on working to pass initiative 97 which
would developa state superfund to clean
up toxic waste, replacing the existing
one, and to reform voter registration
process.
In the past, WashPIRG chapters have
co-authored a winning passage of
Referendum #40 which calls on state
officials to halt the selection of Hanford
nuclear waste site dump and gives the
state's voters a right to approve or veto

staff reporter
Students for Washington Public
Interest Research Group (WashPIRG),
the state's largest enviromental and
consumer advocacyorganization,began
a petition last week to find out if
students want a WashPIRG chapter on
campus that would be funded by a $3
waivable fee on the tuition statement.
WashPIRG will appeal to the administration to establisha campus chapter if
2,300 students or more support the
organization, said Alex Philp, SU
Student for WashPIRG.
Last week a letter was sent to
William J. Sullivan,S.J., president of
SU to inform him of the petition, had
not heard from Sullivan as of Monday.
The establishment of the fee is
imperative to the organization of a
chapter of WashPIRG, according to
Dave Lippeatt, advisor to WashPIRG.
"We need an adequate, stable funding
base for such things as forums,
internships and state wide campaigns."
"Those students who support what
we're doing can support us and those
who don't can waive the fee," said Pat
McDonald, SUstudent for WashPIRG.
All money generated is put into a
general fund and students decide what
will be done with it, said Lippeatt.
"Quarterly reports on where the state
board is directiong funds will be made
available to all students," said Philp.
Students have a right to be informed,
added Philp.
The actual procedure for establishing
the fee will be left to the discretion of
the administration, said Philp.

see 'WashPlßG 1page twelve

Demolition of the building on the corner of 12th Avenue and Cherry Street
came to a halt after a chemical spill.

Punctured tank leaks
chemicals at site
By MONICA ALQUIST
staff reporter

A chemical spill thought to be toxic
brought several fire engines andaid cars
to the comer of 12th Avenue and East
Cherry Street, blocking the intersection
for about 45 minutes around 3:30 p.m.
last Wednesday.
Demolition workers were in the final
stages of demolishing the Metal
Laundry building when they were
alarmed by a peculiarodor andcalledthe
fire department, said Roy Davis of the
Seattle Fire Department.
The Metal Laundry, which went out
of business about a year ago, cleaned
engine blocks and other machinery. A
collection tank buried beneath the
building stored the waste producedby

cleaning the machinery.
During demolition,workers punctured
the tank. The fire department blocked
the streets while firefighters tested the
chemical spill.
The contents of the chemical spill
were motor oil and solvents. The spill
was not toxic, said Davis. "Our testing
of the substance informed us that there
isno danger," headded.
However, the fire department returned
to the scene at 6:21 p.m. because a gas
leakage was reported. In moments, the
fire department hadthe situationunder
control.
"Workers overreacted to a situation

they thought was dangerous," said
Davis. Currently, there is no danger on
the site.
Stanley Young,owner of the lot, was
unavailable for comment.

'State of Student' increases communication
By TIMOTHYJ. HUBER
editor

ASSU's "State of the Student"
campaign.
ASSU presented the 14 needs, along
with a similar list of long-term needs,
to the cabinet last quarter. The cabinet
members submitted their responses to
theCouncillast week.
Eshelman andcabinet member Jeremy
Stringer, Ph.D., vice president for
student life, attended the meeting to
answer questions and clarify the
cabinet's answers.
As well as clarifying points in the
cabinet's response, both discovered new
channels ofcommunication.
"This is really constructive communication and we've got to keep up
our sideof it," Eshelman said.
"I think it was important to get
clarifications both directions,"Eshelman
said. "We were responding to the
questions as we understood them," he

The members of the Associated
Students of Seattle University Representative Council and the University
cabinet have reached a better understanding of student needs and a better
appreciation of each others' viewpoints
on those needs, according to ASSU
President Tina O'Brien.
Improving financial aid, stabilizing
uition, and strengthening communcation between students and adminstrators top the list of student needs,
according to John Eshelman, Ph.D.,
executive vice president.
Eshelman represented SU President
William Sullivan,S.J., in a discussion
of the cabinet's response to the "top ten"
hort term student needs identified by
the Representative Council as part of
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109 s. Washington st. 621-9504
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said of thecabinet's written response to
the list of concerns presented by the
council.
Stringer also noted that Monday's
meeting addressed the student need for
improved communication.
"Communication obviously is part of
what last night was about," he said
Tuesday."Last night was positive."
Joe Levan, ASSU vice president
agreed that communication between
student government and the administration improved. "We have set up a
good relationship foundation with the
administration."
"The administration can't say they
don't know what the students need. It
has abolished theconfusion."
As well as openingup new lines of
communication, Stringer gained new
insights into the reasoningbehind some
student concerns.

sec 'Administration'page twelve
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"I learned more about some of the
feelings behind some of the concerns,"
Stringer said in reference to the
discussionof the renaming of the former
Liberal Arts Building to the Administration Building.
Levan agreed with Eshelman's
assessment of the top three priorities
with one exception— renaming the
former LA Building.
The Council listed the name change
among the top three priorities it
originally identified for the cabinet.
According to O'Brien, the meeting
gave ASSU the opportunity to explain
its reasons for including the namechange on the list of priorties.
"To Fr. Sullivan and the cabinet,
nothing could make more sense to
them," O'Brien said of the administrations reasons for thenew name. "I
think we might have redefined the
problem," she said after the discussion.
The studentslook upon thename of the
building as a symbol of a liberal arts
oriented SU to the off-campus community, she explained. "It's pretty

CRUISE SHIPS
NOW HIRING. M/F

Summer & Career Opportunities
(Will Train). Excellent pay plus
world travel. Hawaii, Bahamas,

CALL NOW:
206-730-0775 Ext.4l9H
Caribbean, etc.

FEATURES
Jesuits hold
open house

Prayer for peace

at Loyola
ByMKELIGOT
staff reporter
An open house in Loyola Hall last
Monday showcased several Catholic
organizations working in the Northwest.
The Dominicans,one of the groups
represented at the open house,do a lot
of work in education, in communities
and with the handicapped. They are a
group of nuns who are "sent to preach
the truth wherever we go," such asin a
"community teaching aspect," said Sr.
Patty Morrisset.
Dating back to the 13th century, the
Dominicans have emphasized"preaching
good news in whatever form is needed
and go wherever their is a need for the
truth." They also get back to poverty
aspects due to early experiences when
working with heretics. "They had to be
as poor as the heretics to be heard,"
Morrissetsaid.
The Benedictines,one of the oldest
orders, places their main priority as
"community life, community style
living," said Sr. Monika Ellis. They
promote "living together, developing
people in relationships and relating with
other people."
Our ministry is as varied as the
people theyare and deal with,saidEllis.
They have done a lot of work in
education, he adds, but have since
branched out in whatever is suitable for
the community.
The Channel program trains people
for lay ministry work. Representatives
Donna MacKenzie and Joanne Cecchini
said trainees attend a five-week program
which shows whatever you doisrelated
to the ministry and teaches you to see
what your career is in the ministry.
After five weeks, trainees are placedin
a ministry-type job, usually teaching,
youth ministry or social service.There
is also the option of undergoing a
second program the following year for
more leadershipopportunities.
The Jesuit Volunteer Corps sends lay
people for volunteer work in keeping
see 'Open' page ten
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Studentsand fatuity joined togetherlast Wednesday in aprayer vigil forpeace outsidethe University Services Building.Prayer vigils are
held everyWednesday.

Life of ministry offers meaning
By JENNIFER VOLANTE
staff reporter

"Just because you don't work in a
Christian environment doesn't mean you
can't be in ministry," says Kevin
Colley, who lives and works in the
Tacoma L'Arche community, where
handicapped and non-handicappedpeople
live together.
Colley was one of four panelists who
spoke at "Why IChose Ministry," a
forum on what led some individuals to
ministry work. The forum, held last
Tuesday on the second floor of the
Student Union Building, was just onein
a series of events held during Seattle
University's Ministry Week.
People in ministry operate out of
some senseof vision,yet are unable to
articulate why they operatein this way,
explainedPat Shaw, a youth minister at
St Brendan's and former SU graduate.

Shaw said as a student faced with
graduation, he spent his fair share of
"panic" months trying to decide what he
was going to do with an English
Literature degree,adegree,he explained,
his friends titled "a pre-unemployment
degree."
Through reflection upon some of his
campus ministry at SU and other
ministry work he knew he had
unknowingly preparedhimself for alife
as a youth minister, Shaw said.
His parents still don't know exactly
what it is he does, Shaw explained,but
"Ministry like that (youth ministry) has
to belived to be understood."
Shaw lives with tworoommates who
are not involved in ministry work. He
sees them "struggling to find meaning
in what they do."
"My job is a blessing," Shaw said,
"because thereis "no separation of faith
in my life and what Ido with it."

Judy Rossman, a member of
that trains youth
ministers and teachers, said people enter
the ministry for a variety of reasons,but
Channel, a program

notnecessarily the rightreasons.

"Some come in with a 'save the
world' attitude," said Rossman, "and this
is true motivation, but they need to
look at what they want to get out of
their work."
"Guilt" is another motivating factor,
said Rossman, along with a sense of
"unworthiness." Rossman said she used
to feel one had be be worthy to do
ministry work, but has found worthiness can't be ameasure.
However, thesereasons do not necessarily preclude choosing ministry work,
added Rossman. These people need to
look at healing themselves first because
misistry work has its fair share of
headaches too,Rossman explained.

Fr. Sullivan succeeds as fundraiser
By KENBENES
staff reporter

Seattle University's fundraising has
brought in more than $26 million in the
last five years. Much of the money was
collected during the highly publicized
1983 to 1986 "Campaign for Seattle
University."
But, as recently as November 1987,
the Kreielsheimer Foundation gave SU
$250,000 for the Tsutakawa Fountain,
which will be dedicated next fall.
Gregory Lucey, S.J., vice president
for university relations, said he feels
there are two main reasons for SU's
successful fundraising.
"We succeed largely due to the work
ofFr. Sullivan," he said. "He's not only
the president of the University, but a
real force within the Seattle area. This
makes fundraising much easier. We also
succeed because we are able to
effectively articulate the reasons why
our university is a real asset to the

Seattle University Gift Income Ov*r a Five-Y*ar Peried
(in thousands)

Seattle community. Our last campaign
really set the standard for other private
colleges in the state to follow."
Lucey also said he feels that many
local businesses see giving money to
SU as an investment for the future.
"In 1984, Boeing gave us a million
dollars for our Science and Engineering
Building," he said. "But they alsohired
one-third of our electronics graduates
last year. They give to the University,
but we give something inreturn."
Lucey said that SU rarely turns down

a contribution,but mentioned that ithas
happened.
"Every once in a while we will
receive a gift that we are incapable of
using," he said. "When this happens, we
usually don't accept the gift."
Doug Breithaupt, SU director of
corporate funds,said there are two types
of fundraising at SU.
"The first type is annual giving,
which is money that comes in every
year andcovers a variety of things, such
as faculty needs and scholarships," he

said. "The second typeis major projects
giving, which is a one-time-only gift
that is used for things such as the total
construction of the new buildings or the
renovation of the Pigott Building."
Breithaupt also said that there is no
set policy for how SU acknowledges
those whomake contributions.
"Our intentionis always to provide a
form of recognition," he said. "But
there is never any 'if you give us this
much money we'll name a building after
you type of discussions. We simply
want to thank those whocontribute."
Breithaupt added that, although fundraising is an involved and complicated
process, thereis nothing secretive about
it.
"We don't want people to think of
contributions as a private, under-thetable thing," he said. "The names of
those who chose to contribute are
always made available. We want people,
particularly students, to know all about
fundraising anditsbenefits."
1
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SPACULATION
A "W.A.S.P."ish column
byJUDYLEWIS
opinion editor

Some of ushavebeen told we don't
smile often enough. There's the
possibility that we have little to smile
about.It may alsobe that we correctly
interpret excessive fang-baring as a sign
of aggression.
Compulsive smilers seldom notice
that non-smilers don't cry very
frequently,either.Nor do we touch other
people without permission or allow
them to invade our personal comfort
zone (the invisible barrier that extends
roughly three feet onall sides of us).
A very few perceptive smilers may
notice that we non-smilers resemble
each other in subtle ways. We tend to
have light colored hair and eyes and
many of us are a bit plump. We often
wear muted colors, cook with little
enthusiasm (or seasoning or flavor, for
that matter), and are seen in the
company of large,stupid spaniels with
pointedheads.
We are not paranoid, cold-blooded
or anti-social. We are the W.A.S.P.s
Anglo-SaxonProtestants).
If we weren't so low-key, we'd
organize. Unfortunately, we all have
unlistedphone numbersand never speak
to our neighbors.We are notnecessarily
yuppies, although we do hand out
sugarless gum on Halloween. We are
prone to requestcharitable donations in
lieuof flowers whenone ofour number
passes on to that great Sears Catalog
Store
in the sky.
'
Heated W.A.S.P. family fights are
conducted in near silence,marked by
significant movements of the eyebrows
and long sighs. The male W.A.S.P.
takes refuge behind the daily newspaper
while the female retreats to stand at the
kitchen sink and furiously rattles
silverware.
The W.A.S.P. is raised to avoid
unpleasantness. We must not draw
attention to ourselves. We must be
patient. We must not waste anything.
When we are children,our parents say
"stop wiggling," "sit up straight,"
"don't touch," "don't cry," "don't be so

rtc,

Letters
Sleeping Bag Weekend
To the Editor:
On behalf of the Office of

Admissions,Iwant to thank all of you

who were involved in making Sleeping
Bag Weekend a success. The key to the
success of any such program for
prospective students lies in their
interactions with the people who bring
life and energy to SU.
If you were a host/hostess to our
SBW participants, you should know
that,overall, you received much praise
from our guests. The admissions staff
was especially happy with your
generous response to our plea for help
with housing SBW guests and your
eagerness to share your SU experience
with them.

/Feb. 3, 1988/The Spectator
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loud," don'tmake a mess" and,most of
all, "don't think the world revolves

around you."
When we are teenagers, they say
"you're 100 moody," "don't be lazy,"
"don't expect to get something for
nothing," don't pout," "don't look at me
that way," turn that music down" and
"as long as you live under my roof,
you'll...(fill in the command of your
choice)."
Itdoesn't get any better for theadult
W.A.S.P. He compulsively washes his
car twice a week (A W.A.S.P. is tidy).
He saves back issues of National
Geographic(A W.A.S.P. must be able
to carry on a polite conversation about
neutral topics). He signs up for health,
life,home,fire,flood,burial and general
disaster insurance(A W.A.S.P. must
never risk a financial crisis).
A true W.A.S.P. always keeps a
goodsupply of lightbulbs and flashlight
batteries on hand. The radiator of the
W.A.S.P. family car is flushed and
filled with anti-freeze by the 15th of
September, every year, without fail.
Everything in a W.A.S.P. home is
dusted and waxed twice a week,
including the pointy-headed dog.
W.A.S.P.s are generally seen at
their best in supermarkets. They are not
offendedby artificialbaconcrumbs and

non-dairy butter. Captain Barfalot
fruit- flavored, non-biodegradable
breakfastcereal substitute wasdeveloped
for the W.A.S.P. palate.
W.A.S.P.S hum along with canned
music. The males are sometimes
observed standing transfixedin front ofa
display of Presto Logs. The females
thumb throughmagazines which feature
full-color photographs of breast surgery
and detailedinstructions on how to build
awindowsill greenhouse outofdiscarded
contact lenses.
Although a W.A.S.P.'s life is tense
and boring, he is not in a position to
commit suicide. It would be a disgrace
to leave a mess for someone else to
clean up. Insanity is an option, but it
must be approached tastefully. For
example: itismuch more acceptable for
a W.A.S.P. lunatic to assume the
Faculty, too, should be aware of the
impact you had on the success of this
year's SBW program. Even with the
tight constraints on spaceavailability in
your classes this year, participants
consistently rate the class visitation as a
highly influential factor in their choice
of SU over other schools. For those of
you who opened your morning classes
to SBW participants, we appreciate your
cooperation.
For all those people who worked
behind the scenes to pull off the
logistics of a program such as this, I
want to express our sincere appreciation.
Publications,Marriot-SAGA,Facilities,
the Resident Student Services staff,
Financial Aid, Safety and Security,
ASSU and several other students clubs,

the Campus Assistance Center, the
Office of Student Leadership,Registrar's
Office, and many more must be
recognized for their assistance with
SBW.

In the late 1960s and early 19705,
the financial situation at SU was such
that the school nearly closedbecause it
was virtually bankrupt. Today, SU is
prospering. In recognition of his
leadership, Fr.Sullivan was named one
of the Top 100 University Presidents in
the nation in 1986, the only University
President in the State of Washington to
make the list. As a lifelong resident of
the Seattle area, SU has never enjoyed
the academic reputation that it now
holds.
am not acquainted with theeditor
I
of the undergroundcampus paper referred
believe
to in the Spectator Letters, butI
that theexpectationsexpressed about the
role of a college president are sadly
outdated and extremely naive. A
reference was made to Fr. Molloy, who
has been president of Notre Dame for
barely six months. He should consider
Fr. Theodore Hesburgh who just retired
after 35 years as president of Notre
Dame. From what Ihave read, Fr.
Hesburgh built Notre Dame from a
small "football school" into a first-rate
academic institution. He was without
question among the nation's most
respected college leaders. During his
presidency, the constant joke at Notre
Dame was, "God is everywhere; Fr.
Hesburgh is everywhere but Notre
Dame." Fr. Hesburgh was building a
new Notre Dame, cultivating
supporters,raising funds. The successof
his efforts is easily seen, as is the
success ofFr.Sullivan's work at SU.
For your information, Ifind Fr.
Sullivan to be a warm,personable man.
Ibelieve that weare all fortunate that he
has the wisdom to understand the nature
of his job, the priorities of the
presidency and whatis best for SU.

identity of a mute, 14th century monk
thanit is for him to wear tap shoes and
a plaid suit
It isa grandma W.A.SP.'s duty to
inquire about the regularity of her
family's bathroom habits. It can't be
proved, but there is some evidence that
W.A.S.P. grandmas send monthly
reports on that subject to the
government.

Grandpa W.A.S.P.S don't do much
of anything. Sometimes no one notices
the death of a grandpa W.A.S.P. for
months. Thisis partially due to the fact
that he has been silent since his
youngestdaughter got married. It isalso
because, even in death, he continues to
eat typical W.A.S.P. meals of spongy
gray, white and beige stuff. This habit
persists beyond the grave because it is
the W.A.S.P. grandpa who has always
insisted that dinner be on the table by
six o'clock, "come hell or high water."
He continues to eat because nothing,
not even rigor mortis, is a goodenough
excuse for wasting food.
Inside the skin of every W.A.SP.
lives a vagabond soul of unbridled
wildness and passion. The
inner-W.A.S.P. fairly seethes with the
excitement of thrilling adventure. If you
tell a joke and a W.A.S.P. presses his
lips together, interpret that as a belly
laugh. If a W.A.S.P. shakes your hand,
that's a hearty embrace. A hasty, dry
kiss from a W.A.SP. should be noted
as terminal lip-lock. Just don't ever tell
us that we should smile more often. The
cool glance we cast in your general
directionis the equivalent ofan uppercut
followedby at least two sharp blows to

the kidneys.

Letters, cont.
Despite this year's successes, I
know SBW can always be improved
upon. Ihave alreadyheard suggestions
from several people and Iinvite any
others to contact me about any
comments or suggestions you may have
for future programs.
Once again, aheartfelt "thank you"
for your continued support of our
recruiting efforts!
--Janet Shandley
Associate Directorof Admissions

Fr. Sullivan's record
To theEditor:

As a frequent visitor to campus I
have seen the recent Spectator issues and
I
believe that the letters debating the
role of Fr.Sullivan as president of SU
have missed some very important facts.
Isuggest those whocriticize review
Fr. Sullivan's record over the past 12
years. During his presidency, the
University has established a number of
innovative, successful academic
programs, including software
engineering, computer science and the
Institute of Theological Studies. When
Fr. Sullivan was named president in
1976, Seattle U had no endowed or
funded professorships; today there are
five. And this year the University
completed the first new buildings on
campus in 20 years, due to a record
breaking fund-raising effort, which
required no small amount of Fr.
Sullivan's time.

-Stephen F.Norman, '68
President, SU Alumni Assn.

the Spectator
SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
All letters to the editormust be 250 words
or less, typed double-spaced,signed and
mailedor delivered to the Spectatorby noon
Friday. All lettersmust include a telephone
numberandaddress.Letters willbepublished
ona spaceavailablebasisandmaybeedited
asneeded.
The Spectator is published every
Wednesday during the academic year,
excluding school holidays. Subscrip- lions
cost $10. Third class postage is paid at
Seattle, WA.
The Spectator office can be reached at
296-6470. There is a telephone message
recorder for calls afterbusiness hours and
during holidays. Please leave your name,
number, message and the dateof your call.

Shhhh! Our readers are sleeping.
Did you or did you not like last]
week's issue of the Spectator? Rumorl
was it that it was very well received.
[Even though none of you have deigned
\u> drop us v note, we will continue in
lour valiant efforts to readyour minds.
You're thereader. Is there anything
you'd like to see in future issues? Think
have to leave you now anc
about it. I
intended to wax mj
try to remember ifI
lip.
my
upper
skis or

\

Judy Lewis
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Oglesby discusses '60s
By ANDREA SOULEER
staff reporter

"The S.D.S.(Students for a Democratic Society) did not make a moral
contribution of any kind to the student
movement," said Gary Atkins, chairperson and associate professor of
journalism.
In context of affecting the Vietnam
war, the SDS was of little importance
and caused, if anything, problems,
according to Atkins.
The contribution SDS made is one of
the points Carl Oglesby will address
during his Feb. 9 Visit to the Seattle
University campus.
Oglesby headed the SDS from 1965
to 1966. Later he taught political
science,heldfellowships, andnow tours
the lecture circuit. He was invited to
campus to lecture on the effect of the
protest movement on the outcome of
the Vietnam War, the lessons of the
Vietnam experience, how the SDS
degeneratedinto a terrorist organization
after he left the group.
He will alsoaddress "what it felt like
to be part of a generation that tried to
takeits destiny into its own hands."
A bomb that exploded in front of the
ROTCbuilding (then located just south
of Marian Hall) and blew out windows

in Loyola Hall was justa localindicator
of the unrest being felt all over the
nation.
A number of SU faculty and staff
members shared their feelings and
experiencesabout this turbulent period
in America.
"I thought that those people (the
students) were expressing themselves in
the only way that they could," said
William Guppy, psychology professor.
Guppy felt Vietnam was at the root of
the student movementbut pointed out a
number of other occurences that also
were taking place then. The peace
movement, the civil rights movement,
the feminist movement and Vatican II
all combinedin an explosive mixture as
many groups fought for political, civil
and economic freedom. The student
movementgave the Vietnam War a vital
push towards ending, according to
Guppy.
However, this push may have served
more to appease the students than end
the war.
"I think that there's no doubt that the
movement terminated direct American
troop involvement in Vietnam, but the
war also went on for S or 6 years after
this," said Tim Amen, Political Science
professor.
Amen feels one prime motivator in

the movement was self-interest on the
the student and that Richard
Nixon,newly elected president,formed a
strategy that allowed him to continue
the warbut end street demonstrations.
The strategy was simple, end the draft
and the movement would end too.
"Don't ever let anyone tell you that the
governmentbureaucracymoves slowly,"
said Amen, "the day Igot home from
my graduation there was a draft notice
waiting for me in the mailbox. There's
nothing like a draft notice to radicalize
you."
For some the civil rights movement
served as the focal point of their experiencesduring the 19605.
"I can remember looking out the
window and seeinga gang of white boys
chasing a single black and the teacher
would just keep on talking, just ignore
what was going on outside," said
Atkins. Scenes like this weren't
uncommon in the south as desegregation began to be enforced.
"'6B was critical, it was the assassination of King. Ibegan to see life in
America as threatening to me. If
someone Iadmired could be wiped out
in such a manner, why couldn't I?" said
Joseph McGowan, S.J., director of
Campus Ministry. McGowan, then
living in Tacoma, began to develop an
part of

Carl Oglesby will lecture on Vietnam on campus Feb. 9.

understanding oflife and felt this was a
period of immense intellectual and
personal growth punctuated by confusion and doubt because of a lack of
guidance or a mentor. For a time, he
was also a target of a hate radio station
run by the John Birch Society, a right
wing group that professed to be
patriotic, according toMcGowan.
Paul Milan, department of Foreign
Languageschairperson, viewed muchof
the unrest as something each generation
must experience. "The younger society
is always questioning," Milan-said. "I
guess in some ways you'd say it's the
period of the end of illusions. .Every
generation must go through that."

.

Rowan releases "Words
from the Cross"
By DIANA HOKENSON
staff reporter

Stephen C. Rowan, S.J., SU associate professor of English, has recently
released his book, "Words from the Cross."

Stephen C. Rowan, S.J., associate
professor of english at Seattle University, describes his newly released
book, "Words From The Cross," as a
reflection on thelast words of Christ.
Rowan chose to write this reflective
essay as an extension of the Tre Ore
service hegives onGood Fridays, at St.
JamesCathedral.
Traditionally, during the TreOre service, Christians focus on identifying
themselves with the mind of Christ. In
"Words From The Cross," Rowan says
it is through the search for a thorough
understanding of Christ's words that we

DATA PROCESSING OPPORTUNITIES
As a leader in the financial services industry,
we offer:
Strong technical training
Advancement potential
Competitive salary and benefit package

we seek:
Highly motivated individuals with a proven track record
and a desire to succeed.

SAFECO will be on campus Feb. 10th check the Career Development
Center, 296-6080, for sign up information.
SAFECO: The Technology, The Prestige, The Opportunities
An Equal Opportunity Employer

are encouragedin times of doubt.
The words of Christ from the cross
also serve to enrich our vision of "success" in society, by emphasizing what
is truly important in our lives— eternal
salvation,according to Rowan.
Although his book is devotional,
Rowan is known on campus as an
authority on William Shakespeare. His
doctoral thesis was a comparative study
of Kenneth Burke, a popular Shakespeare theoritician, and Shakespeare
himself. Rowan's next book, "A
Dancing of Attitudes; Burkes Rhetoric
on Shakespeare," is soon to be
published as well.
Asa teacher of English andliterature.
Rowan encourages students to seriously
considera careeras an English teacher.
"As an English teacher, you are
privileged to use texts which raise
questions, and you are able to address
people across the fullest range of their
lives," says Rowan.
"In addition," he said, "the English
teachingprofession is definitely opening
up. There is quite a demand for good
English teachers today."
When asked how he feels about
teaching all levels of English and
literature at SU,Rowan quickly admits,
"I just can't imagine doing anything
else."
*%
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"Menagerie" becomes first-rate film

E W &F returns
to fill void
By DAVID SPRIGGS
staff reporter

Sometimes Iwonder what Maurice

By VILMA J. TENNERY
staff reporter

"TheGlass Menagerie,"playwright
ennessee Williams peers at people
survivingreality through the mirror of
fantasy.
In the most recent film adaptation,
director Paul Newman succeeds in
making this American classic into a
first-rate movie byremaining true to the
Williams play.
Opening Feb. 12 at the Metro
inemas, film's talented cast includes
Newmans wife, Joanne Woodward,
John Malkovich,Karen AllenandJames
Naughton.
John Malkovich plays Tom, the
narrator-poet quite different from the
1950 movie version starring Arthur
Kennedy.Malkovich's melancholy treatment of Tom's return to the run-down
St. Louis apartment sticks more to
William's original script than Kennedy's
upbeatperformance.
The story unfolds as Tom remembers
what his travels as a merchant marine
wouldn'Uethim forget-his sister Laura.
Joanne Woodward plays Amanda
Wingfield, the mother clinging to her
past popularity with "17 gentleman
callers." This fantasy enables Amanda
to forget the husband whocharmedher
into marriage and left her with two

White, leader singer for Earth, Wind &
Fire, says when he sings. However, the
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children \6 years ago.

Woodward's own Southern background helped to solidify her stunning
performance as the Southern Belle,
Amanda.
Amanda's misguided attempt to
impose her world on Laura and Tom
only succeeds in pushing them away.
Her constant badgering pushes Tom to
bring home a "gentleman caller" for

E

Karen Allen portrays Laura with quiet
serve. Laura's extreme shyness and
ght limp causes her to retreat into a
world of fragile glass animals and old
phonograph records.

k

jk

Joanne Woodward and John Malkovich star as Amanda and Tom in "The
Glass Menagerie".
The gentleman caller's easy manner,
played by James Naughton, inspires
Laura's confidence and draws her out of
her self-imposedshyness.
But, Amanda's highhopes and expectations for Laura's future with the gentlemancaller end in disappointment. He's
spoken for.
Williams used his mother and sister
as models for Amanda and Laura. He
used himself as the model for the
narrator-poet, Tom.
Williams' deep love for his sister,
whom he lost to mental illness, shows
in Tom's attitude towards Laura. And
Tom's break from Amanda parallels
Williams' break from hismother.
The 1950 movie starring Gertrude
Lawrence, Jane Wyman, Arthur
Kennedy and Kirk Douglas disappointed
Williams. Williams felt the final
changes and happy ending were inappropriate.
When director Newman saw Woodward and Allen in the stage production
of "The Glass Menagerie" at the
Williamstown Theater Festival in the
Northwestern Massachusetts college

(^
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town in 1986, he said, "I thought it
would be shameful not to have a
permanentrecord of their performance in
this great play."

Newman wasdetermined to have itas
a "historical archive" remaining true to
the original script. That's to his credit.
Williams, one of the 20th Century's
greatestplaywrights, gave us abeautiful
and well-constructed play about the frail
and complex nature of the human
person.
Newmans direction gives the film a
sensitive touch. And the combined
talent of the superb cast givescredibility
to this mesmerizing film.
But it is John Malkovich's outstandingperformance as the guilt-ridden
Tom that touches one's soul with his
hauntingelegy: "...The window is filled
with pieces of colored glass, tiny bits of
a shattered rainbow. Thenall atonce my
sister touches my shoulder. Iturn
around and look into her eyes...Oh
Laura,Laura,Itried to leave youbehind
me, but Iam more faithful than I
intended to be!"

SHORT STORY CONTEST
sponsored by the Spectator

PRIZE

it
Ik

lyrics that can be pickedup convey the
deepmessages.
In their lastest album, "Touch The
World," Earth, Wind & Fire expanded
their themes from love to current issues.
"System of Survival," the first single
released from the album, begins with
excerpts from news stories which happened during the Iran-Contra scandal.
The music may have a danceable beat,
but the emphasis on morality is there.
In "Evil Roy," the upbeat tempo
backs up a song about a street kid and
all the problems he encounters. The
song reminds one of another tune by a
certain male vocalist who keeps grabbing himself.
"Thinking of You" breaks the serious
mood with a semi-upbeat rhythm and
romantic undertones.
"You and I" continues the romantic
mood. Philip Bailey's falsetto vocals
enhance theballad whichexplores a deep
spiritual bond between a man and
woman.
"New Horizons" ends side one withan
instrumental. The beginning uses old
EW&F hits as an interlude.
"Money Tight" uses a hard beat to
drive home the plight of the unemployed in theUnited States.
"Every Now and Then" is another
romantic song which hasMaurice White
at lead vocals.
The title song "Touch the World"
combines the talents of gospel great
Edwin Hawkins and EW&F for a
spiritually uplifting song with religious
undertones.
"Here Today and Gone Tomorrow"
and "Victim of the Modern Heart"
explore relationships in a negative
sense.
When asked about their four-year
absence from the music world, lead
singer Philip Bailey said in a recent
interview,"Nobody really filled the void
we left." This latest album attempts to
fill that void.

.
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Your story will be serialized in the Spectator and
will also be published in Fragments.
■ Submissions due by March 2.
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be submitted to the Spectator Editor withMj|j
IRules: Stories must student
number on both the envelope and I
ID
Ino name on it—only
with only W^
Ithe story must have a self addressed stampedIfenvelope
a name is include
keep judges impartial.
la student number to
2,500
words to 5,000
Minimum of
lon it it will be disqualified.Fragments
staff are not eligible,
Iwords maximum. Spectator and

Iopen to undergraduate and graduate students.
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"Changing Faces" explores life for Asian women
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ByLISA WILLIS
A&E editor

Sometimes you go to the theater and
seea performance that leaves you witha
lump in your throat and a tear in your
eye. Youleave stunned, thinking about
the meaning of life and the world.
"ChangingFaces" isoneof those plays.
Group Theater production looks
five Asian women, Amerasian,
Chinese, Filipino and Thai-ChineseSingalese, who share different cultures
and different experiences living in
America. They try to make the audience
realize allAsian women aren't the same.
There is a difference between the
Chinese and Japanese.
There isalso an emphasis on theroles
of women in past and present cultures
no matter where theyare from. Theplay
exploresrituals and expectations women
have endured for centuries,such as being
taken suddenly from their village to
become wife ofa king,or being outcast
having an illegitimate child.
This production is very modern, with
virtualy no set and few props. The use
silk scarves and silk backdrops
very effective, since silk is often
attributed to Asian culture. The simple
costumes are also interesting. Black
pants and Asian robes don't distract.
Youdon't get caught upin the surroundings and youhear the message.

tThis
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(From left) Calliandra Austin, Nancy Griffiths and Chael Calos in the Group

Theatre's production of "Changing Faces" by Nikki Louis.

"Changing Faces" is not just
dramatic, it also holds a touch of
comedy. One example of this is the
sequenceabout coming to America.The
Thai-Chinese-Singalesc woman is very
excited about being an American
mail-order type bride. Also, the Immigration sequence is quite funny.

Nikki Nojima Louis compiled and
edited the script from Director Tim Bond
and cast members Calliandra Austin,
Chael Calos, Nancy Griffiths, Kathy
Hsich, Shirley M. Oliver, Laura

Esparzoa, Stage Manager Manuel
Zarate, Janice Mirikitani and Jeannie

Barroga. She was born in Seattle and
was interned in Minikoka,Idaho during
World War 11. She became a professional dancer in Chicago after the war.
Sheisa founding member and performer
in the woman's peace show, "Word of
Mouth," and is active with the Playwrights Guild and Playwrights-inProgress, a playreading group she cofounded. She was recently awarded an
Artist Trust Fellowship for playwrighting.
In the Author's Notes she sums up
the meaning of the play: "When I
returned to the Pacific Northwest,Idid
not at first realize that this is my
Homeland, that this is where my ghosts
are.Notuntil Ibegan writing for theater
wasIforced to confront my Asian-ness,
my female-ness, to ask myself where I
fit in the world. For theater, with its
playacting, it's make-believe, isa funny
thing—it shines a relentless light of
personal truth and demands of its artists
a sharing of these truths. And in the
process, the little particular thing that
was my story becomes your story. I
hope that in the stories 'Changing
Faces' brings you, you will recognize
some of your stories as well."
"Changing Faces" closes on Feb. 14.
It is an experience not to be missed.
This play can never be duplicated,
because itisacollaborative effort by the
cast. For more information call The
Group Theater at 543-4327.

Playwright Fest Continues

"Best of Festival" starts today
By MARSHA EDSCORN
staff reporter

You'd think after three weeks of
continuous plays, three times a night,
the plots at the New City Theater Playwrights Festival would get a little
monotonous.Guess again.
The first Playwright Festival was
patterned after the Director's Festival,
which has been going on for four years
at the New City Theater. The Director's
Festival is primarily an open forum for
anyone to do anything in SO minutes.
Last year, the products ranged from a
presidential speech to a modem dance
routine.One hundred performances were
done within 30 days.
With each year, the Director'sFestival
got bigger as the opportunity for some
artists got smaller.
The solution to the problem was the
birth of the Playwright's Festival. The
purpose was to draw crowds who are
primarily attracted to playwrighting as a
craft.
What began as an experiment turned
into a definite success. Although the
Playwright Festival is an offspring of
the Director's Festival, it's different in
that it is partially selective. This year,
out of 70 submissions, 31 were chosen
for performances.
Last week's final performancesproved
the ongoing popularity of the Playwright's Festival with sold out shows,
standing room only crowdsand thunderous applause.
As well as the playwrights themselves, the New City Theater also

deserves a pat on theback. The theater
provides the backbone for the playwrights with space, a small stage crew
and a few grey blocks for props. Production-wise, the format of the show is
simple.
The audience pit seats about SO
people in mix-n-match card chairs.
Although the atmosphere lacks the
elegance fo the Opera House, the
audience never seems to mind.
New City Theater's Jim Ragland
hopes people will pick up on the plays
elsewhere. By dividing the Director's
Festival, Ragland wanted to ensure
talent wasn'toverlooked because artists
"weren't hanging around the right
people," he said. With the festivals,
everybody is given the opportunity to
show their talent.
Ragland is surprisedby the success of
this new experiment Some of the playwrights help fill the theater seats with
their own publicity, but even the playwrights who didn't publicize had sold
out shows.
"We train the theater crowd to know
what to expect," says Ragland. "Some
nights there might be one success and
two flops, but hey, it's only five
bucks."
For theater fans, the Best of the
Festival will be playing Feb. 3 to 7.
These are the best of the Playwright's
Festival selected by a jury of theater
professionals based on scripts and
performances.
In correlation with the festival, the
Director's Festival runs March 10 to
April 10. One hundred pieces will be
performed.
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BARRY EBEN, PH.D.
Clinical psychologist and former director,
SU Counseling Center

PERSONAL CONSULTATION
emotional distress, relationships, self-esteem, assertiveness,
procrastination,loss, problems at work or school, and other issues.
Income basedfees. King County MedicalPreferred Provider.
Eligible for many other insurances.
Washington Psychology License # 757

1836 Westlake
Seattle, WA

Aye. N. -

98109

Suite 300 A 285-7771
527-7053
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Seattle gallery hosts Op artist's show

Wednesday Feb. 3

Norman Rockwell prints at

Frye Museum tillFeb. 28.

optical ambiguity or perceptional
shock."
Circle Fine Art, the exclusive representative for Vasarely, is providing
Seattle with a unique opportunity to
become acquainted with his works
through a showing at the Circle Gallery
in Pioneer Square. Circle Fine Art was
recently contracted to publish Vasarely's
limited edition fine art graphics and
multiples. Multiples are limited edition
designs by Vasarely, with remakes
paintedby otherartists.

"The Cqre in Orange" starts
today at theNeptune Theater.

"Singling in theRain"
opens at Pantages Centre, 8:00

"PromisedLand" opens
today at Oak TreeCinemas.

Throughout his career, Vasarely has
received some of the most prestigious
awards in the art world, including the
Guggenheim Prize from New York, the
ForeignMinister's Prize from Biennial,
Tokyo, the Purchase Prize from the
National Museum in Warsaw, the
Painting Prize from the CarnegieInstitute in Pittsburgh and many more.

ChineseNew YearCalligraphy Demonstration and
music performance at Seattle Art
Museum.

ChineseNew Year - Lion
Dance, Children's activities,
storytelling, calligraphy
demonstration and "Late Ming
Panorama: Dynastic Decline and
Literati Regeneration" lecture at
Seattle ArtMuseum.

He received an honorary doctorate
from Cleveland State University andan
honorary professorship from the School
of Applied Arts in Budapest. He is an
honorary citizen of many cities around
the world, including Los Angeles and
New Orleans. His works have been
featured in solo-shows in some of the
finest museums and galleries worldwide.
Needless to say, a host of books have
been writtenabout himandhis work.
Brad Bigelow, an art consultant with
the Circle Gallery, says, "Vasarely has
been well-known for years, so it's very
exciting for us to be able to get his
pieces to the public."
Bigelow also claims the prices are
very reasonable because Vasarely wants
his works available to the public. "He
wants people to be able to have his art
in their homes. That waypeople won't
always have to travel to a gallery or
museum to see his work."
Born in 1908 in Pecs, Hungary,
Vasarely is more reknowned in Europe,
according to Bigelow. "Europeans are
more exposed to his work. He's been
showing there. He has much greater
visibility."

Urszula Dudziak and Jay
Clayton Plus Quartett at Cornish
South Theater, 8 p.m.
"PrincessBride" and "Time
Bandits"
Theater.

at theNeptune

Monday Feh. 8

Masterpiece Series X
withKlaus Weise andAlexis
Weissenberg at the Seattle
Symphony, 8 p.m.
"Aguirre the Wrath of
God" and "Fitzcarraldo" at the
Neptune Theater.
Victor Vasarely's "Kettes", a hand-painted wood sculpture.

Tuesday Feh.9

Masterpeice Series X
with Klaus Weise and Alexis
Weissenberg at the Seattle
Symphony, 8 p.m.

PUT YOUR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TO WORK.
Air ForceOfficer Training School
is an excellent start to a
challenging career as an Air
ForceOfficer. We offer great
starting pay, medical care, 30
days of vacation with pay each
yearand management
opportunities. Contact an
Air Force recruiter. Find out what
Officer Training School can mean
for you. Call
1-800-423-USAF Toll Free
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By BRADLEY SCARP
staff reporter

If the name Victor Vasarely doesn't
bring to your mind shapes and colors
that move without ever leaving the canvas, it's not his fault. He is internationally recognized as one of this
century's most important artists and the
undisputed leader of the Op Art movement.

I
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Chartres Cathedral
Special slide lecture on the stain glass of Chartres

t

Feb. 27, 1988 * 2:00 p.m., * Pigott Auditorium
Tickets are $6.00
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Forinformation contact the Dept. of History Casey Bldg.
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But Bigelow sees the interest in Op
Art growing in this country. "Definitely. After receiving the Vasarely contract
here, he's immediately in 28 (Circle
Fine Art) galleries across the country,"
saysBigelow.
The showing of Vasarely's selected
works runs from Feb. 4-28, at The
Circle Gallery, 314First Avenue South.
The gallery is open to the public on
Mondays and Saturdays from 10a.m. to
6p.m. and on Sundays from 12 p.m. to
5 p.m.

!

Malcolm Miller lecturer on

|
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Dr. Herbert London of New York
University says, "Vasarely has seen the
future. If Cezanne was the artistic bridge
between the 19th and 20th centuries,
Vasarely is the bridge between the 20th
and 21st centuries. His work transcends
time."
The Hungarian-bom artist uses an innovative technique of sharply contrasting shapes and colors next to one
another to promote "a hallucinatory
impression of movement through
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SPORTS & RECREATION
Aerobics classes move to weight room N.W. soccer

league splits
into two

By STEVENDE GRACIA
staff reporter

Before this quarter the only sounds
coming from the weight room at
Connolly Center were the clanking of
barbells and the strains of thelifters.
But now, in addition to the
clanking barbells, the room will echo
with the soundof loud, pulsating music
fromaerobics classes.
The classes, which were previously
taught in Connolly Center's Astro-gym,
have moved to the newly renovated
weight room.
All weightlifting apparatus has
been moved to the far section of the
room, leaving more than enough space
accomodate the aerobics classes.
Areobics instruictor Julie Abbott
explained the classes were moved
because the weightroom's wood floor is
not as hard as the floor in the
Astro-gymmaking itabetter surface for
workouts.
Initially, students who use the
weight room and students who
participate in the aerobics classes
questioned the practicality ofaerobics in
the weight room. Both aerobic students
and lifters said they may have felt
apprehensivesharing the room with one
another. Could the two coexist
peacefully?
After a few weeks of classes, this
doesn't seem to be much of an issue
anymore. Neither group seems to mind
the changed atmosphere of the weight

divisions

"

photo by Mkhele Glode

Instructor Julie Abbott leads an aerobic workout. The workouts have a new
sponsor and have been moved from the Astro-gym to the newly renovated
weight room.

Fred Fermin, supervisor of the
weight room, commented on the
situation. "The aerobics classes have
become an integral part of the weight
room," he said. "Each party has
developedamutual respect for theother.
Inaddition to thechange of scenery,
aerobics participants saw theadventofa
brand new aerobics company as well.
Scan's Broadway Workout has taken
over the reigns left by SoundMindand
Body, theoriginal instructors.
Gary Boyle, Intramural sports
coordinator,said SoundMindand Body
was unable to continue teaching classes

rbic

room.

Instructor Abbott has four years of
experience teaching aerobics. She says
she isn't bothered by the change of
scenery that the classes have taken. Julk
explained,"Ilike the atmosphere (of the
weightroom)."
Classes work out Monday, Wednesday,and Friday at noon and 6 p.m.,
and Saturday at 9:30 a.m. A one month
membership is $30 for students, $35 for
others. Membership throughout one
quarter is $60 for students, $70 for
others. The fee for one workout is
$3.00. Call296-6400 to register.

The Northwest Collegiate Soccer
Conference has split it's men's standings
into two divisions, according to SU
men's soccer coachBrett Lawlor.
Lawlor said the league will be
composed of two six-team divisions, an
upper and a lower division. The top
lower division team and the last-place
upper division team will switch
divisions each season. Last season the
12 teamleague competed as a whole.
The SU men, who finished with a
2-6 league record and a 4-10 overall
mark last season will compete in the
lower division.
Lawlor said the move was designed
to make the weaker teams in the
conference more competitive. SU
suffered embarrasing defeats at the hands
of League powers Seattle Pacific and
Washington last season in games that
counted toward leaguestandings.
Next season lower division schools
will not be required to play upper
division schools, said Lawlor, giving
them more freedom to schedule schools
of similar abilities.
Lawlor will discuss the new
allignment as well as other team
justness with returning players and
potental newcomers to the team
tomorrow night at 7 :30 p.m. in
Connolly Center'sroom 155.

Basketball:

Men look to rebound, women roll on
BY MARTYNTLAND
sports editor
The SU men's and women's
basketball teams face crucial tests this
week, when they continue their NAIA
District 1 schedules.The Chieftain men,
8-2 in NAIA District 1 play and 11-9
overall, are coming off a rough road
trip, in which they lost two straight
games and dropped form first to third
place in the district. The Chiefs
succumbed to Simon Fraser 98-83 last
Friday, then dropped out of first place
with a 99-84 loss to Western
Washington the nextnight.
week, they continue a stretch
four straight road games against
ska-Southeast inJuneau and Sheldon
Jackson in Sitka, Alaska.
Alaska-Southeast's Humpback
hales gave the Chiefs a tough game
when the Chiefs won 86-84 at Connolly
Center on Dec. 4. Damon Lowery runs
the show, soring 19.3 points per game,
dishing 6.3 assistsand snapping up 3.2
steals per game. Forward Darnell
Brinson leads the league in scoring and
rebounding with 20.9 points and 10.3
boards per game.
Sheldon Jackson is 1-12 in the
district and 2-17 overall. Center Glenn
Padgett is the Seals leading rebounder
with 9.3 per game, and scores 18.1
pointsper game as well. SUCoach Bob
Johnson says he expects them to rely
heavily on Padgett and guard Jack
Frederickson. "If we can keep theball
out of thehands of the players who can
score, then we should win the game."
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after he scored42 points against Central
and Pacific Lutheran ,hitting IS of 21
from the floor and 12 of 14 from the
line. Petersen also hit 10 of 22 field
goals in SU's loss to Simon Fraser last
Friday.
The ChiefS: 8-2 in NAIA District
The Lady Chiefs: 13-2 in naia
The women return home this week
1,11-9 overall.
District 1,17-2 overall.
to takeon Lewis-Clark State on Friday
Last Week:
Last Week:
University of Puget Sound on
January 30- Lost to Western Washington,99 84
January 29-Defeated Seattle Pacific University 86-77 and The
" The Vikings shot 53 percentfor for game.
" Chris McDonald scored 28 points for SU.
Saturday. Both games start at 7 p.m.
" FreshmanforwardJohn King scored 22 points
" The SU womenwondespiteinjuries to Donna De
Last week the SU women defeated
Wald, Michelle Hackett and Karin Bishop.
for SU.
Seattle Pacific 86-77. Chris Me Donald
January 29- Lost to Simon-Fraser 98-83
scored 28 points to lead the SU women,
" SU was outrebounded 44-22.
This Week:
" SU's
who won despite injuries to Donna De
Eric Petersenhit10 of 22field goals and February 5- Home against Lewis-ClarkState
Wald and Michelle Hackett during the
" The Warriors are8-4 in district, 15-10
scored 27 points.
game.
This week:
Karin Bishop also sat out the
overall.
" Post players Renae Gregg and Tracy Birdsell
February 4- AtSheldon Jackson
game
suffering back spasms last
after
" The Seals are1-12in district, 2-17 overall.
combinefor over 23 points per game
week.
" ForwardGlen Padgett scores over 18 points February 6- Home against Puget Sound
Lewis-Clark State was 8-4 in
" The Loggers are 6-6 in district, 8-1 2 overall,
per game, andadds over 9rebounds.
district at last report, and fighting for a
after an upset of Western last Friday.
February 6- At Alaska-Southeast
" Center Brit Hanson leads UPS with over
" The Whales are 6-4 in disteict, 13-6 overall.
playoff spot.
" Damon Loweryaccounts for over 31 points per
20 points and 8 boardsper game.
UPS is always a tough opponent
February 9- At Western Washington
game withi9.3 points and6.3 assists.
for
theSU
women. The teams locked up
"
February 9- Home against Simon-Fraser
The vikings are 9-3 in district, 14-4 overall.
" The Clansmen are 5-4 in district, 14-10
" SU toppedthe Vikes 66-55 on January 23.
in five close contests in last year's
overall.
regular season and playoffs. SU won
" Darren Nelson scored 22 against the
District 1Standings asof Feb 1
three of those games, including a 93-92
Chieftains in theirloss to SFU last Friday.
(Leading playoff contenders)
double-overtime
thriller at Connolly
Team
District
Overall
District 1 Standings as of February 1
Center
Championship
and
the
District
(.917)
Fraser
11-1
16-5
Simon
(Leading playoff contenders )
13-2(866)
Seattle U
17-2
game played at UPS. Earlier this year,
12-2(.857)
Central Washington
17-3
the SU women had to go the buzzer to
JejJDg
District
Overall
Western Washington 10-3(833)
15-5
nip the Loggers 73-72 on Karin
Western Washington 9-1(.900)
16-3
15-10
Lewis-Clark State
8-4(.750)
9-2(.818)
Cenral Washington
14-7
Bishop's last minute tipin.
8-2(800)
Seattle U.
11-9
Jenny Fredericks continues to lead
Pacific Lutheran
12-8 '
8-4(.750)
6-4(600)
Alaska-Southeast
13-6
the district with a 60.6 field goal
8-6(571)
Alaska Pacific
10-14
percentage,which is ranked fifth in the
nation.
Petersen, who has been the force inside
The Chiefs defeated the Seals 88-74 at
Lisa Hillcontinues to lead the team
Connolly Center onDecember 5.
in scoring and rebounding with 15.7
for the Chieftain offense in recent
games. Petersen was named District 1
points and9.9boards per game.
The Key matchup in that game
Padgett
player
January
17-24,
should be
on SU's Eric
of the week for
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Basketball Report

NEWS
SU begins self-study
for 1989 reacreditation
By LISA LARA
staff reporter

Seattle University's new instructional darkroom is located in the basement of
the Student Union Building.

SU unveils new
darkroom
By KENBENES
staff reporter

With a lot of ingenuity and a little
luck, Seattle University has a new in-

structional dark room.
Located in the basement of the
Student Union Building, the dark room
is described as "very practical and
functional" by Jeff Bullet,a University
carpenter who worked on the project.

"The new dark room replaces the old
photo lab that used to be in the basement of the Marion Building," Buller
said. "Students will find this room
larger, betterlitand more up-to-date.It's

Attend

RIGOS CPA

Review^

100% LIVEInstruction for the

May 1988 CPAExam
Our students received Qoldf)
and Silver(**) medals for
highest state scores and Sells
Awards given to the top 120
national candidates.

5/87Mario Nudo 91.5***"*
11/K6 Nancy Kirkner 92.4
5/86 Steve Forbes 91.(1**
11/85 Marilynn Turner 92.8*
11/85 David Gamon 95.0**
5/85 Larry Van Dyke 92.4*
5/85 Clinton Morse 92.1**
Our 48 class Programbegins:
Seattle- February II
Tacoma- February 13
Bellevue- February 14
Portland- February 16
Spokane- February 20

Pf/ V\Q Enroll today!
r

IyUVA) Can (503)283-7188

I"^
iv(x,kamnim)

(206,624-07.6
(509)459-3686
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equipped to handle both photograpy
classes and individual photographers."
Buller said construction of the dark
room started last summer, but was
delayed while Plant Services focused its
attention on the EngineeringBuilding's
computer lab.
Preventing light from leaking into
the room was a major problem faced in
construction. But, that problem has
been solved according to Doug Lundberg,a University carpenter's assistant
"The only hitch is to put up
black-out curtains," he said. "Once we
put the curtains up, the room will be
free ofleaks."
Added Buller, "We are very pleased
with the way things turned out, especially since we wingedit a littlebit."
Plant Services based its construction
on a sketch made last summer,
according to Mcl Curtis,an SU graphic
arts instructor.
"Imade a rough drawing withlittle or
no detail and they made a dark room out
of it," Curtis said. "Ihad things written
down such as 'sink' but didn't list what
kind of sink or what dimensions I
wanted the sink to be. But luckily, it
turned out to be a great dark room."

Seattle University is up for reaccreditation in April of 1989, according
to April Synder, Ph.D., associate vice
president for academic affairs and the
accrediting liaison officer to the Northwest Association of Schools and
Colleges (NASC).
Every ten years, two and four-year
colleges must be reaccredited by the
NASC. Accreditated schools meet the
standards setby the accreditingbody that
authorizes them to grant degrees.
"Essentially, SU's reaccrcditation is
the judgment ofour peers," saysSnyder.
A group of 12 faculty members and
administrators from other universities
will observe SU April 10 to 12 in
1989. They will talk to students,
faculty, staffandadministrators.
To prepare for this,SU is involvedin
an institutional self-study for the next
one andahalf years.
The study is an analysis of SU's

physical appearance, administrative
structure and budget
The NASC looks at 11 standards
when it determines a college's reaccrcditation. Four of the standards SU's
instituational self-study will concentrate
on are: the missionand objectives statement, educational programs, instructional staffand the student
In conjunction with the institutional
study, the SU Planning Committee is
involved in a two year study to
determine where the University would
like to be in10 years,Synder said.
Synder will submit a report of the
findings of the Planning Committee
along with the institutional self-study to
theNASC.
The NASC will use this report as an
aid to their reaccredi talion studyof SU.
Synder says SU perceives no
problems with its reaccrcditation, adding, although it's rare for a college to
lose its accreditation, it's not uncommon for the NASC to suggest
minor changes.

Blood driver

Open house held
by Jesuits
from 'Loyola'page three

with their values of "social justice,
simple life style, spirituality and
community." Michael Ramos, director
of Jesuit Volunteer Corps for Washington, gave examples of work as
aiding the homeless and refugees,
teaching and working in legal clinics
and health care.
Volunteers are challenged to live
simply, working for roomandboard and
a $70 monthly stipend, said Ramos.
They do work inboth the UnitedStates
andCentral America.
Other groups at the open house
included theSisters of Providence, who
work with street people and with
running hospitals, the Maryknolls, who
do foreign service and missionary work,
and the Archdiocese Vocational Awareness Office, who expose people to
possible vocations inchurch ministry.

photoby SUclaA.M.r.rttn

Darcy Reger donates blood during last week's blood drive. The drive was held
in the commuter student lounge on the second floor of the Student Union
Building.
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The key to the treasure has been
hidden and the Treasure Hunt has
begun. If you want to win $50.00,
keep on the lookout for that precious
key. Clues can be found in the
Chieftain and in Oellarmine. The first
three clues are:

2(03

Monday: If I were looking for the
key, I wouldn't worry about a nose

bleed.

Tuesday: flround and around you
must go, where it's lost nobody

knows.

Today's clue is posted in the above

5^~7~

—

—

mentioned locations.
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fIRE YOU CONCERNED RROUT YOUR FINRNCIRL
RID?
Fred Carter Director of Financial Rid will be
attending the Representative Council Meeting
Monday January Bth, from 8:30 to 9:30 pm in the
SUB Conference Room. Due to drastic proposals at
the state level that could severely CUT YOUR
FINRNCIRL RID, the Representative Council is
investigating the possibility of initiating a
campaign to combat this state legislation. If you
are interested, or if you know someone who is,
please attend this meeting. SEE YOU THERE!! If you
have any questions, please contact Tina O'Brien at
296-6050.

OIEODIEGDGOSE DQDQILtL SE [PGBUQDOOdODn ffl MdGOtE

CfIRL OGLESBV:
TICKETS ON SfILE NOW IN THE fICTIUITIES OFFICE. UJE
HRUE ROOM FOR 40, SO ITS FIRST COME FIRST SERUE.
THE RUS WILL LEfIUE OELLRRMINE RT 3:00.

The event of the quarter wilt take place on
February 2QtH, the SHAFT LJOUR HOOTtriATt
DANCES! Traditionally, what happens is that
you find a date for your roommate andmake
all the arrangements for the evening 3Ceep in
mind this is a blind datel

.

.

Thank you all for cominy to the Reception, and
FRCT, including you Tim and Erin. UJe hope
everybody enjoyed themselves, and to the
"neuilyuieds", me mill take you out of the
headlines now!!!
p.s. thanks to all who matched the movie The
Mission, and in particular all who helped clean up
afterwards! That was really swell.

FEBRURRV 9
fln author, journalist, and leading antiwar
activist of the 60s.

PETER JRMES:

■HHh

February 10

Peter James is coming to share his
enper ience as a former spy with the
University community. Come and hear true
"James Bond" type stories and why he feels
a responsibility to share this inside
information with the public.
To get you in the mood for spying, Spies
Like Us will be shown at noon in the
Chieftain on Monday February Bth. Tuesday
at the same time, same place, fISSU will
show the movie Gotcha. Sponsored by fISSU.

11
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NEWS
Ex-Spy, Peter James:
Live and let lecture
Ex-spy, Peter James, will reveal his exploits in the clandestine world of
espionage, double agentsand intrigue, which according to James press releases,
resemble a James Bondmovie.
James will present a slide illustrated lecture on his mystery trips to Central
America and Cuba, his involvment with the CIA and his secret meetings with
top Russian spies, engineers and scientists Wednesday, Feb. 10 at 7:30 p.m. in
the second floor of the Student Union Building.
James, a 1962 physics graduate from Case Western Reserve University, has
spoken to over 800 groups onRussia's secret doomsday weapons, World War 111,
how theRussians spy onUnited States and international espionage.
A secret 800-page intelligence report compiled by James for the Air Force
was, according to press releases, the first to conclude that the Russianshad the
capability to reload their intercontinental ballistic missile launch silos, the first
to document in detail the existence of a Russian space shuttle development
program and the first to reveal Sovietmilitary plans in space using laser particle
beam destructive weapons.
James will describe theinner workings of spiesalready operating on American
soil and show indetail the flaws in the American internal security system.
As a Conservator Book Club Author, James has written "Soviet Conquest
From Space" and "TheAir Force Mafia" inaddition to other books on espionage
publishedin theUnited States andoverseas under a pseudonym.
Traveling more than 100,000 miles per year lecturing, James conducts first
hand researchin foreign countries,constantly updates his material and forecasts
world events.
1

Administration
building name

WashPIRG
petitions
the final decision, preventing $7.5
billion of WPPSS debt from being
passed onto consumers through raised
electric rates and providing students
with the opportunity to affect
governmental change and enviromental

from'communication'page two
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J|AmericanHeart

protection.

WashPIRGoffers credit internships in
legislative, organizational and research
skills as well as community building
leadership skills. "It is more of a
program than a club," saidMcDonald.

Looking Ahead
ON CAMPUS
Seattle University's Learning
Center and Writing Center presents a
seminar on TermPaper Writing Part
1, on Tuesday Feb. 9. The seminar is
free and will be held from 5 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in Pigott 305. For more
information call 296-5740.

-

TYPING/ WORD PROCESSING/
RESUMES. Five blocks from campus.
Sense of humor, some genius.
325-3081.

Duplex for rent. 2 Bdrms, 2 blocks
from campus, w/w carpet,electric heat,
utilities included, yard. $285.
283-9390, 776-8794.

SU's closest affordable housing. (15 )
new 1 Bdrm, Security, City Views,
blocks west,925 Cherry
Quiet Units.3
$325 rent - Ist month $250 + dep.
382-9601.

Mature female for occasional evening
sitting in Wallingford, 2 young

-

-

PIECORA'S
DELIVERS
NEW YORK
PIZZA
Yol Fresh andhotl NewYork 1V Ptaa
pie for $8.00-right toyour door. Or try
our hevty calzones. hotheros or
salads to go minimum delivery
order b 8 bucks. Sucha deall We're
open tor lunch too so stop by.

- -

Want to take another look at
Catholicism, get deeper into the
hows, whys, and wherefores of the

14th and east Madison
Free Delivery

religious experience and prepare for
Confirmation? Contact Joseph
McGowan, SJ.,at Campus Ministry,
296-6075. Two weekly sessions will
be available, Thursdays 8-9:30 a.m.,
6-7:30 p.m.

322-9411

"Ecology and Community" will
be the topic of discussion on Feb. 4
at noon in Engineering auditorium.
Peter Berg, director and founder of the
Planet Drum Foundation, will speak
on linking ecology and community.

SU's Graduate School
will
hold an open house Wednesday Feb.
24 from 4:30 p.m.- 7 p.m. in the
Lemeaux Library foyer.
The Senior Class Committee
will meet at 6 p.m. on Monday, Feb.
8in the conference room (2nd floorof
the Student Union Building). All
interested seniors areinvited.
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discussed
symbolic."
As far as Eshelman is concerned,
however, the name change is not a big
issue.
"I personally feel it hasn't been that
important," he said. "Financial aid and
tuition are very important." Eshelman
described those two issues as ongoing
studentconcerns.
Although both ASSU and thecabinet
explained their understanding of the
various student needs,Eshelman said the
process was not a negotiating situation.
"Discussion is a closer term than
negotiation," he said of the process of
addressing theneeds. "We'll continue to
follow up on some of the actions we've
taken."
Lcvan also saidhe sees progress being
made and said it would continue, even
after the present ASSU administration
leaves office.
"Some things have been done," he
said. "Some things are just going to
take longer to happen."
Stringer said he sees severaldirections
the "State of theStudent" priority needs
will take.
"I think there are several next steps,"
he said, naming cabinet discussions, an
official ASSU response to the cabinet
response and the continuation of the
progressalready made to address some of
the needs.
O'Brien,however,said she is notsure
what the next step will be. "Iknow the
council members are really supportive
and want something good to come out
of this," she said. "We'll definitely give
some kindof response to the cabinet."

I[

children, own transportation preferred,

hr. fee negotiable.Pat 547-0507.

-

"Women Who Love Too Much"
6-wk group exploring how to love
without "losing yourself" in the
relationship. Sponsored by REWIND
for SU wohien students over age 25.
Will meet Wed- nesdays, 12-1 p.m.,
Bellarminc Con- ference Room,
beginning Feb. 3. Contact Glenda
Corwin, Counseling Center, 296-6090,
ASAP.
WALK TO SCHOOL! Use as a 5-6
bedroom home or two separateunits on
13th Aye. One unit 2-bed, 1-bath
upstairs with 3-bed, 1-bath unit
downstairs. $850 a month for the house
or $400 and $500 for the separateunits.
See Jodi Kelly in Casey or call Tom
Kelly 329-1536,evenings.
Two work study positions in the King
County Court House Executive Office
at 3rd & James. Duties include
Assisting executive office staff with
various projects and related clerical
duties. 6.25/hr 19hrs/wk during school
year 35-40 hrs/wk over the summer.
Call Collene Boyns 344-7586.

-

For anyone interested in helping to set
up a new non-profit organization
promoting household self-sufficiency
(e.g., intensive vegetable gardening,
solar energy, conservation and
recycling, home repair, etc.), contact
Bob at 641-7449.

I B^^^^no cash value
ANY 17" PIZZA
Limit one couponper party per vbit
Offer Valid onlyat Piecora'i on
14th and E Modison

Free Parking in Rear

HELP WANTED: Enthusiastic,
entreprenurial type with computer
knowledge to join ZENITH DATA
SYSTEMS as a campus representative.
Earn a free computer for your college
education! Contact 206-453-5388 for
additional information.

